The telecoupling framework is an integrated concept that emphasises socioeconomic and environmental interactions between distant places. Viewed through the lens of the telecoupling framework, land use and food consumption are linked across local to global scales by decision-making agents and trade flows. Quantitatively modelling the dynamics of telecoupled systems like this could be achieved using numerous different modelling approaches. For example, previous approaches to modelling global food trade have often used partial equilibrium economic models, whereas recent approaches to representing local land use decision-making have widely used agent-based modelling. System dynamics models are well established for representing aggregated flows and stores of products and values between distant locations. We argue that hybrid computational models will be useful for capitalising on the strengths these different modelling approaches each have for representing the various concepts in the telecoupling framework. However, integrating multiple modelling approaches into hybrid models faces challenges, including data requirements and uncertainty assessment. To help guide the development of hybrid models for investigating sustainability through the telecoupling framework here we examine important representational and modelling considerations in the context of global food trade and local land use. We report on the development of our own model that incorporates multiple modelling approaches in a modular approach to negotiate the trade-offs between ideal representation and modelling resource constraints. In this initial modelling our focus is on land use and food trade in and between USA, China and Brazil, but also accounting for the rest of the world. We discuss the challenges of integrating multiple modelling approaches to enable analysis of agents, flows, and feedbacks in the telecoupled system. Our analysis indicates differences in representation of agency are possible and should be expected in integrated models. Questions about telecoupling dynamics should be the primary driver in selecting modelling approaches, tempered by resource availability. There is also a need to identify appropriate modelling assessment and analysis tools and learn from their application in other domains.
Introduction
Land use patterns in one country can be driven by demand for food products from distant countries with strong economies and purchasing power [1] . In turn, global food commodity prices are driven by production volumes that can be influenced by human activities and policies (e.g., energy prices, exchange rate volatility, market protectionism [2] [3] [4] ), but also by climate events (e.g., drought, [5] ). Thus, in a globalised world of changing socioeconomic, technological, and climatic conditions, future dynamics of local land use and global food trade are inherently uncertain. Recently, telecoupling has been proposed as a useful framework to investigate interactions across large distances with the aim of identifying solutions to the challenges of socioeconomic and environmental sustainability across local to global levels [6, 7] . The framework views a region as a coupled human and natural system in which humans and natural entities interact at different temporal and spatial scales. Furthermore, multiple coupled human and natural systems can also interact each other through flows between them (e.g., international trade over long distances). As such, the telecoupling framework provides useful tools to investigate, and account for, socioeconomic and environmental dynamics across space. However, because the framework is relatively new, telecoupling studies to date that have used quantitative methods have done so to illustrate examples of past change and processes e.g., [8] [9] [10] . If the telecoupling framework is to continue maturing so that it can contribute to anticipating future human-environment interactions in the Anthropocene, e.g., [11] , computational simulation modelling tools will be beneficial to represent and investigate possible dynamics and change. Such modelling tools should be able to examine and evaluate the consequences of socioeconomic and environmental scenarios, including alternative management actions or policies, through time and across space.
A desire for comprehensive computer simulation modelling tools to investigate such large scale dynamics is not new. Integrated assessment models (IAMs) have a long history of use for investigating issues of global change, e.g., [12, 13] . Although IAMs have been useful to examine land use trajectories as a result interactions and feedbacks between human activity and physical processes over large extents, e.g., [14] , they have been criticised for aggregating processes to an unacceptably coarse level [15] . Furthermore, IAMs often have not explicitly represented human activity, instead using scenarios of socioeconomic change as boundary conditions to drive physical process modelling. Although there are moves to incorporate different modelling approaches into IAMs (e.g., multi-criteria decision analysis, [16] ), there remains a need to consider how alternative approaches are best suited to particular modelling objectives [11] . For example, although global IAMs take a systems perspective, they usually do not explicitly consider agents of change and flows between distant locations, two of the key concepts in the telecoupling framework. Models of local-scale coupled human and natural systems that offer more explicit representation of human activity have been developed and used, e.g., [17, 18] , but these are often limited in geographical extent and do not consider distant flows. If computational models of telecoupled systems are to adequately represent agents and flows, hybrid models that combine the strengths of different modelling approaches for representing different concepts may be the most appropriate template for model development. Hybrid models for understanding land use change have been advocated recently [19] , but integration of different modelling approaches also brings with it potential challenges [20] .
To help guide development of computational models for investigating sustainability through the telecoupling framework, we identify important representational and modelling considerations in the context of global food trade and local land use. We examine agent-based, system dynamics and equilibrium modelling approaches, and consider their representational differences and similarities. To exemplify the modelling issues identified, we use the development of our own hybrid telecoupling model that integrates several approaches, before then discussing semantic, conceptual, and technical modelling integration issues. We finish by offering recommendations for future telecoupling projects wishing to develop integrated simulation models.
Modelling Approaches for Telecoupling
Several reviews provide good overviews of integrating modelling approaches, but not specifically with investigation of telecoupled systems in mind, e.g., [21, 22] . Here we compare agent-based models (ABMs), system dynamics models (SDMs), and applied partial/general equilibrium (P/GE) models to better understand how multiple computational simulation modelling approaches might be integrated together into hybrid models for investigating dynamics of telecoupled systems. Various other computational simulation modelling approaches might be useful for investigating telecoupled systems, but we restrict ourselves to these three approaches. We do this because these approaches have been widely used by ecologists, economists, and sustainability scientists to examine interactions between people and between humans and their environment at different levels and scales, particularly with respect to land use change and global food trade, e.g., [23] [24] [25] . We do not consider discrete event simulation modelling approaches here, for example, as they are typically used to represent operations-oriented processes (e.g., manufacturing) and have not widely been used to examine socioeconomic or coupled human and natural systems. We first provide an overview of each of the three approaches (Table 1 provides a summary), before comparing them to provide a basis for insight into decisions about how integrated telecoupling models should be structured.
Agent-Based Modelling
Agent-based modelling is a computer simulation approach that can represent attributes, behaviours and interactions of disaggregated, individuated, and often autonomous, elements [26] . In contrast to approaches that lump individuals into aggregated populations (the constituents of which are usually assumed to be homogeneous), ABMs can represent heterogeneous and potentially unique people (or groups, e.g., households), animals, and plants. The use of ABMs initially grew from investigations into complexity and the emergence of system-level patterns resulting from, but not specified in model rules for, interactions of local individual elements (e.g., global segregation emerging in Schelling's [27] model from decisions made by individuals based on their local neighbourhood). Regardless of the search for emergent system properties, ABMs are also now used to investigate systems of agents not restricted to classical economic assumptions (i.e., perfect rationality and knowledge). For example, representation of decision-making can be driven by cultural preferences, e.g., [28] or differentiated between different types of agent (e.g., conventional vs. diversifier farmers [29] ). As a result of its flexibility, agent-based modelling has been used widely to investigate human-environment interactions and for understanding land use and landscape change, e.g., [22, 30, 31] . In the context of land use and global food trade, ABMs have been used to examine smallholder adaptation to climate change by examining agent forecasting and communication [32] , decision-making about adoption of organic farming practices [33] , and the importance of social networks for farmer decision-making [34] .
Data usage in agent-based modelling can range from models that are theoretical and do not use any empirical data, e.g., [35] , through models that derive rules for agent interaction from qualitative empirical data (e.g., interviews for defining behaviour [36] ), to models that build on substantial quantitative data to characterise agents and parameterise their behaviour and interactions (e.g., age, farm size, education level, profitability, social network size [34] ). When ABMs are used to investigate emergence of system-level patterns from individual actions and interactions, usually only one (local) level of agents is represented. However, multiple levels of hierarchical organisation can be represented in ABM (e.g., individual people vs. households vs. villages) including direct interactions between entities at the different levels (e.g., between individuals and households [37] ). Whatever levels of organisation are represented, one of the key characteristics of ABMs is the representation of individual, disaggregated elements within the levels. Corresponding to the initial interest in how local interactions produce broader patterns, ABMs to date (in land use studies at least) have commonly examined local spatial extents 1 × 10 2 km 2 , e.g., [38] , and durations of several decades, e.g., [33] . However, with increasing computing power and data availability, and a recognition that interactions can occur over greater length and time scales, ABMs are now being applied across greater spatial extents 1 × 10 5 km 2 , e.g., [39] . Information feedback (between implicit suppliers and consumers) is through prices of products via the market
System Dynamics Modelling
System dynamics was originally developed in the 1950s by Jay Forrester at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology [40] . The approach was initially applied to address problems in supply chain management, e.g., [41] ; subsequently, it has been used to address a broad set of problems in business, as well as social, ecological, and economic systems, e.g., [42, 43] . System dynamics can be considered as an adaptation of feedback control system principles, to understand and improve the performance of dynamic systems and processes. Feedback loops composed of stocks, flows, and information propagation, are central to system dynamics models (SDMs). Stocks represent accumulation processes, while flows represent the activities that fill or drain stocks. Information feedbacks represent assumed causal connections from stocks to flows [44] . The stock-flow-feedback structure of a system can be represented as a set of finite difference equations and simulated using standard numerical methods. The framework is a general one, and as a result, SDMs can operate at wide range of levels and scales to address specific modelling objectives. While available SDM tools support multiple hierarchical levels of organisation and highly disaggregated representations [45] , models often represent systems at a single level. For example, Warner et al. [24] represented global land use change dynamics regionally (e.g., 10 6 km 2 ). Within each region (such as the US or the EU), land is aggregated into different categories, and "on average" decision rules are used to represent feedback mechanisms that translate discrepancies between supply and demand of different agricultural products into changes in land use.
Data usage in SDMs can range from none for conceptual models that take the form of loop diagrams, e.g., [46] , through qualitative empirical data used to derive decision rules [47] , to quantitative empirical data to provide input parameters that shape the strength of feedback relationships. Extensive testing of the structure and parameter values of a model can help to build confidence in both assumed feedback structures and their associated rates of change and information flow [42, 48] . The spatial scale of a SDM is determined by the research question. For example, Tidwell et al. [49] developed a model to quantitatively explore alternate water management strategies in the Middle Rio Grande basin in north-central New Mexico. Similarly, temporal scales reflect the research questions being asked, and can range from minutes (e.g., for a physiological system) to years (e.g., for a cropping system) or decades (e.g., for a forestry system). For example, Shen et al. [50] applied a SDM of sustainable land use and development in Hong Kong to make long-term (decades to centuries) forecasts of constraints to growth.
Partial and General Equilibrium Modelling
Partial and general equilibrium (P/GE) models are aggregated representations of all transactions in a whole economy (general) or a particular sector or market (partial). These models are based on general equilibrium theory that combines behavioural assumptions (i.e., rational economic agents) with the analysis of equilibrium conditions [51] . To maintain analytical tractability, theoretical equilibrium models make strict assumptions, including perfectly competitive markets and market clearing, zero transaction costs, and homogeneous product quality. Applied equilibrium models, on which we focus here, allow relaxation of some of these assumptions, as they take into account certain real-world complexities and only require numerical solutions. For instance, they may allow for non-market clearing (e.g., inventories of commodities and unemployment in labour markets), imperfect competition (e.g., monopoly pricing) and demands not influenced by price (e.g., government demands). Nevertheless, all P/GE models assume prices in markets are determined at the point where supply equals demand. The core dynamic process is that prices adjust until supply equals demand.
In equilibrium models, the "whole" economy is modelled simultaneously for the relevant aggregation of economic actors. These models assume the entire economy consists of collectively represented production and consumption sectors. Production sectors are explicitly linked together in value-added chains from primary goods, through higher stages of processing, to the final assembly of consumption goods. The link between sectors is both direct, such as the input of grains into the production of food, and also indirect, as with the link between chemicals and agriculture through the production of fertilisers and pesticides. Sectors are also linked through their competition for resources in capital and labour markets [52] .
Empirical data requirements are very demanding for P/GE models. The amount of data is determined by the level of aggregation (country or region) and the theoretical structure (homogeneous or heterogeneous products, bilateral or pooled markets). Importantly, the data need to be mutually consistent between sectors and markets [53] . GE models of trade, for instance, require data mapping of imports, exports, and final expenditures at the sector level, with the structure of production feeding final demand. This includes the flow of intermediate inputs between sectors, as well as the allocation of primary factors of production across sectors [54, 55] . Depending on the goal of the exercise, supplementary data requirements can range from tax data (e.g., production and trade taxes) to estimates of greenhouse gas emissions linked to activity across sectors [52] . P/GE models can be run using data at different temporal resolutions. Annual data are most often used because they are readily available, but data at finer resolutions are also occasionally used in agricultural models. For example, semi-annual data were used by Glauber and Miranda [25] to model cross-hemispheric shifts in agricultural production. P/GE models are commonly applied at the global [55, 56] , regional [57, 58] , and national [59, 60] levels. They are also frequently applied at lower levels, e.g., county level [61, 62] .
Comparison: Assumptions and Concepts
As simplifications of the world, computational simulations models require many representational assumptions. Although the telecoupling framework itself makes the epistemological assumption that the world can be well understood through a systems perspective, the modelling approaches outlined above each make their own assumptions about how the world should be represented. An examination of the representative applications of the different approaches helps to reveal some of their underlying assumptions. As a prerequisite for being considered here, all three of the approaches have been used to examine land use change and/or the global food system. However, as shown above, whereas ABMs have generally been used to examine land use change at local or regional scales, P/GE modes are usually used to investigate trade of food commodities globally or regionally, and SDMs have been used to examine both land use and global food trade and across multiple scales and levels. These differences in application reflect both the possibilities and usual standards of practice of model use at different scales and levels, but also the types of data that each approach is dependent upon. The disaggregated approach of ABMs inherently lends itself to local representation, while the aggregating approach of P/GE models lends itself more to global representation.
Although neither ABMs nor P/GE models are restricted to these levels of representation, the underlying assumptions and data needed to run the models means it is often not feasible, or appropriate, to use them at the opposite extreme. For example, the heavily data-dependent nature of P/GE models means they can work only at levels for which data are consistently and regularly collected (i.e., national and international). In contrast, although ABMs can be used to represent global scales, e.g., [60] , the massive data requirements to represent individuals' behaviour means implementing ABMs at this scale is currently challenging, and would demand strong assumptions about agents. Our third approach, SDMs, can represent multiple levels of hierarchical organisation, although usually, they are applied at only a single level (whether local, regional, or global, depending on the question being studied). As is the case for ABMs, the data requirements for SDMs are less strict than P/GE models, which in part, enables this flexibility. Although ABMs and SDMs can be used with many different types of data (from none through qualitative information to quantitative detail; Table 1 ), the data available will determine the use of the model. For example, although ABMs and SDMs could be used without data to examine dynamics resulting from theoretical assumptions, this may not be useful for policy-makers or managers, who often need to defend their decisions on empirically-based evidence.
Agents and flows are two key concepts in the telecoupling framework. In operationalising the concepts of agents and flows in a computer simulation model, it is important to consider how they are related to ideas of agency and feedback, and how different modelling approaches might be used to represent them. In particular, we argue it is vital to make the distinction between "agency" as the capacity of a real-world actor to take some action, versus "an agent" as an individuated representation of such actors (and aspects of their agency) within a computer simulation model. Consequently, while the agency of an individual farmer to change the use of their land may be explicitly represented through an agent's behaviour in an ABM, it could also be represented implicitly by other means. For example, although SDMs do not represent individuated agents explicitly, agency is implicitly represented in the way that aggregated sets of actors respond to discrepancies between states in different parts of the system (e.g., switching crop production in response to climate changes). P/GE models also represent agency implicitly, but, as discussed above, do this through strict assumptions about perfect rationality (profit maximisation) and knowledge of actors. For example, in the case of the PEATSim Model [62] , the actors being implicitly represented are producers and consumers of the 31 agricultural commodities the model considers, and the agency is about the levels of production and consumption. The key to P/GE models is the assumption that actors in markets are price-takers, i.e., they cannot influence prices as individual agents. Consequently, if model application means that the agency of individuals needs to be represented, then an ABM is likely the best approach; if agency can be represented in the aggregate, but is not restricted to strict assumptions of market clearing, then an SDM can be used; otherwise, a P/GE modelling approach will be appropriate.
Flows in the telecoupling framework can relate to propagation of material, energy, or information [6] . Feedbacks can be thought of in a loose sense as the flows that connect one component of a system to another. More precisely, a feedback loop exists when information about the state of the system is used to control flows (of material, energy, information) that, in turn, change the state of the system over time [63] . An important distinction here is that information is not a conserved quantity in the same way that material or energy is conserved. Consequently, we suggest it useful, when developing a telecoupling model, to consider flows as pertaining to material or energy vs. considering feedbacks as pertaining to propagation of information. SDMs often represent changes in flows and stocks as the results of changes in other flows and stocks; the feedback in this case is the result of information connections from stocks to flows. For example, in their SDM, Warner et al. [24] used information about disparities between overall demand/supply imbalances for commodity crops to drive movement of land into crop production. Flows and information feedbacks are not represented as explicitly in ABMs as they are in SDMs. However, the dynamic nature of ABMs means that feedbacks are inherently represented through interactions between agents and their environment. For example, agents may be able to observe or sense the results of other agents' decisions and environmental changes, each of which may result from their own actions, e.g., [28] . Similarly, flows of materials are often represented implicitly as the result of interactions between agents due to their behaviours. For instance, trade transactions produce flows of materials from one agent to another, e.g., [64] , and human-environment flows are implicitly represented through agent activities such as harvesting and fertiliser application, e.g., [65] . Finally, P/GE models do not explicitly represent the flows of materials, and instead implicit flows of products between producers and consumers are determined due to supply and demand. Information on prices of products is the feedback between producers and consumers that drives their represented agency.
Model Structure: Questions vs. Resources
The selection of modelling approaches used in a telecoupling computer simulation model will depend on project aims and questions, in light of the representational issues highlighted above. Each of the three approaches outlined above have been used to represent human-environment interactions and feedbacks as stand-alone models, and as such, might be sufficient individually to achieve project objectives. For example, for the research question, how does China's "Maize for Soy" programme (see below) affect the demand of soy in the world market and further the production in Brazil?, an equilibrium modelling approach would likely be highly appropriate, as the question is specifically about market dynamics.
If the question were, how might an event in one country (e.g., US drought) produce sustained change in telecoupled land use in other countries?, a system dynamics approach would likely be useful, as it combines the possibility of representing both global flows of food commodities and representation of agricultural production (i.e., land use) based on information about yields and local consumption in each country. Finally, if the research question was specifically about decision-making-such as, what are the consequences of different land use decision-making strategies or influences in different countries?-an ABM approach would be most appropriate, given its explicit representation of agency and decision-making. Thus, the choice of the modelling approach would depend on whether a given research question emphasises accumulation, flows and feedbacks (SDM), agents and agency (ABM), or, encapsulates both, but with strict assumptions about agency (i.e., perfectly rational) and the concept of the market (P/GE models).
However, the numerous and varied concepts incorporated into the telecoupling framework mean that employing a single modelling approach (given their relative strengths and weaknesses) is unlikely to provide ideal representation for all the questions we might want to ask in a telecoupling study. Although individual approaches may be appropriate for questions about specific elements of the telecoupling framework, hybrid approaches will be more appropriate to enable multiple questions about different elements. Consequently, for computational models to adequately represent the multiple concepts in the telecoupling framework, we argue that use of hybrid models, combining modelling approaches most appropriate for each concept, is the most appropriate strategy for model development. A modular design that couples component modules, has been found to be advantageous for modelling environmental processes and change, e.g., [21] , and coupled human and natural systems [18, 66] in general, but also for more specific relationships (e.g., climate and food production [67] ). Primary advantages of coupling modules of different modelling approaches are the representation of feedbacks between distinct elements of systems, e.g., [67] , the technical ability to swap in and out modules with different structures [11] , and the possibility of adding new modules in future (e.g., representation of spillover effects to other countries).
Whereas aims and questions are motivations that may indicate an ideal model implementation, resource constraints may impose limits that prevent that ideal implementation. In many modelling projects, the primary constraints are time for development, and data for parameterising and calibrating the model [22] . Developing computational models from scratch can take large amounts of time to develop the program code base; using existing modelling platforms can be quicker and more efficient, but may not facilitate representation as accurately as would be possible with a bespoke model [11] . It is well-recognised that in an ideal world, data would be readily available for all variables and parameters and at multiple spatial and temporal resolutions and extents. However, when developing models to investigate telecoupling processes, these data issues are likely to be particularly acute given the large range of scales and organisational levels that need to be represented, and the differing data collection, management, and dissemination cultures and practices of different countries being represented. Furthermore, as highlighted above, different modelling approaches have different data requirements. We now present an example that typifies these tensions between an ideal model construction on the one hand and resource limitations on the other, before discussing some of the more general challenges presented by model integration.
Hybrid Telecoupling Model Development: An Example

Conceptualising Local Land Use and Global Food Trade
As a component of a Belmont-funded research project investigating food security and land use, the aim of our modelling is to simulate long-term land use and food trade consequences under various socioeconomic, policy, and environmental scenarios. Incorporating agent-based representation of land use decision-making is important in this project, as is the ability to investigate key questions. These questions focus on both differences in drivers of change, but also differences in locality. Questions about drivers include how national fertiliser policies and variability in climate change influence telecoupled food trade dynamics via local land use decisions. Questions of locality include how differences in local land use decision-making strategies (e.g., single vs. double-cropping) and environmental conditions (e.g., soil degradation) in one place influence similar strategies and conditions in distant landscapes. Specifically, our initial focus in this project is on three countries that dominate production and trade of soybeans and maize (Brazil, China, and USA), although with the intention of examining other countries (e.g., as spillovers) in future.
Given these aims and questions, an initial step in the modelling process was the development of a conceptual model structure that includes what we understood to be the key components to be represented (Figure 1 ). In this conceptual structure, we focused on the socioeconomic (human system) and environmental interactions (natural system) within each country, and the distant interactions between them, through the international trade of food products. The within-country structure is consistent between countries to allow general representation of multiple countries; if a factor is not relevant within a given country, that factor can be parameterised to zero (no influence). Exogenous factors (inputs) to the model vary by country and include food consumption patterns (determining the demand of different food products), climate conditions (influencing agricultural yields), and financial capital availability (influencing land use decisions and inputs, such as fertilisers). We conceptualise farmers' land use decisions as being the result of their motivation and ability. In turn, land use can influence food supply and thus affects food prices in domestic markets, but these may also be influenced by international trade. International food prices and domestic environmental and socioeconomic conditions may all influence policies of national governments, which in turn could influence farmer decision-making and food trade. conditions in distant landscapes. Specifically, our initial focus in this project is on three countries that dominate production and trade of soybeans and maize (Brazil, China, and USA), although with the intention of examining other countries (e.g., as spillovers) in future. Given these aims and questions, an initial step in the modelling process was the development of a conceptual model structure that includes what we understood to be the key components to be represented (Figure 1 ). In this conceptual structure, we focused on the socioeconomic (human system) and environmental interactions (natural system) within each country, and the distant interactions between them, through the international trade of food products. The within-country structure is consistent between countries to allow general representation of multiple countries; if a factor is not relevant within a given country, that factor can be parameterised to zero (no influence). Exogenous factors (inputs) to the model vary by country and include food consumption patterns (determining the demand of different food products), climate conditions (influencing agricultural yields), and financial capital availability (influencing land use decisions and inputs, such as fertilisers). We conceptualise farmers' land use decisions as being the result of their motivation and ability. In turn, land use can influence food supply and thus affects food prices in domestic markets, but these may also be influenced by international trade. International food prices and domestic environmental and socioeconomic conditions may all influence policies of national governments, which in turn could influence farmer decision-making and food trade. 
Module Selection and Integration
This overview of our conceptual model is brief, and our concern here is not on whether it is correct (although that is important!) but on how we should actually implement this conceptual structure, given our aims and resource constraints. One of our primary aims is for local land use decision-making to be represented as explicitly and disaggregated as possible, which, given our discussion above, means an agent-based approach to modelling this aspect is most appropriate 
This overview of our conceptual model is brief, and our concern here is not on whether it is correct (although that is important!) but on how we should actually implement this conceptual structure, given our aims and resource constraints. One of our primary aims is for local land use decision-making to be represented as explicitly and disaggregated as possible, which, given our discussion above, means an agent-based approach to modelling this aspect is most appropriate (Figure 1a) . However, we also want to represent large extents (e.g., large agricultural areas in large countries such as Brazil, on the order of 10 6 km 2 ), which for ABMs implies great data demands. Consequently, we need a model framework that enables simulation of a large number of agents, but with data demands that do not exceed our resources. Specifically, we are limited to data that are generally available from government data agencies (census records, agricultural statistics, etc.) plus a relatively small number of interviews with land managers and peer-reviewed literature sources. Consequently, representing and parameterising detailed behaviour of individual farmers and land managers is not possible, and a more generalised framework is needed. The impact of such data resource limitations on the development of an ABM for broad-scale modelling is well-known, e.g., [68] , and methods to enable generalised agent-based representation are emerging (e.g., human functional types [69] ). The CRAFTY modelling framework [39] has been developed with exactly these issues in mind, enabling representation of multiple land manager behaviours and variations in economic and environmental resources over large extents, e.g., [70] . Furthermore, use of a framework like CRAFTY that is available under an open-source licence with source code freely available, mitigates our time resource constraints as we are able to build upon existing work rather than starting from scratch. On the other hand, using this existing framework does mean some constraints on the way in which the conceptual model can be implemented. For example, the lowest levels of organisation for which we have comprehensive data are municipality (Brazil) and county (USA, China) and not individual land managers, meaning we will need to adapt use of CRAFTY to ensure consistency. This will include calibrating the "capitals" CRAFTY uses to represent resources available to agents (e.g., infrastructure, labour) against these municipality/county data. As such, this is a prime example of the trade-offs and adaptations needed when developing a telecoupling computational simulation model.
In this hybrid telecoupling model, we also need to consider how to link multiple instances of the ABM of local land use (representing different countries) to representation of global trade. At the local level the ABMs produce outputs about land use, food production and agricultural activity. By aggregating across land simulated by the ABMs (see "aggregating functions" in Figure 1 ), with assumptions we can derive information for a region or country about total food production (e.g., tonnes of soy and maize) and environmental (e.g., water, fertiliser, pesticide use) and socioeconomic (e.g., rural demographics, per capita GDP) consequences of the land use activities. The aggregating functions take quantitative outputs from the local-level ABM and convert them into quantitative inputs to other modules in the hybrid model. As such, they act as important connections between the different modules. Conceptual and technical integration that ensures consistency in mass and energy balance (e.g., units) between modules is important to avoid skewed geometries and mismatched scales [20, 71] .
For example, total food production from each country is an important input to the module that represents global food trade (Figure 1c) . From our examination of the three modelling approaches above, it seems both P/GE and system dynamics modelling are suitable for this module, the former because of its emphasis on markets (i.e., trade of products between countries), and the latter because of its emphasis on flows (i.e., food products moving between countries). The mathematical representation of the market system (i.e., supply-demand interactions) in a partial equilibrium approach allows analytical solutions to the outcomes of interactions between traders. This advantage is offset against the need for strong assumptions about the roles actors play in markets. The advantages of SDMs are the ability to represent biases and distortions in market mechanisms (e.g., associated with bounded rationality and/or government agricultural and trade policy). As we discuss further below, there seems to be no imperative for connected modules to share assumptions about the representation of agency. Consequently, although our ABM representation of local land use may initially represent actors as being perfectly economically rational, this does not necessarily imply that connected modules representing global trade (or others) need to also assume perfect rationality.
More important is ensuring that the modelling aims and questions of interest to users and stakeholders can be investigated-and answers sanctioned [72] -through whatever approach is used. For example, Stave [73] observes that in four case studies of participatory modelling using a SDM, social capital development is facilitated by allowing adequate time for stakeholders to articulate and challenge their mental models. Furthermore, as above, practical resource constraints (data and time availability) will be a factor in the choice of modelling approach. Although the assumptions of P/GE models are strong, work is still required to specify equations given the particular inputs available and outputs required (in this case, from and to the ABM). Because SDMs are more flexible in terms of possible model structures, more work is needed to conceptualise that structure in what are often bespoke models. A bespoke model can be useful in dealing with data constraints, but also introduces dangers of spurious assumptions that can be difficult to detect or solve [63] . Both approaches generally require proprietary tools for implementation (e.g., GAMS for P/GE, Stella for SDM) which is problematic if aiming for an open-source project. From this assessment, we see no objective reason for using one of these approaches over another, and ideally both approaches would be explored to examine implications of linking with other modules. Ultimately, the decision on which approach to use will likely be driven by modeller preferences, expertise, and resource availability.
A final potential module in this hybrid telecoupling model is the representation of government policy, which in our conceptual model (Figure 1b) is shaped by both socioeconomic and environmental consequences. Policy instruments such as subsidies or price floors could be implemented to meet policy objectives. For example, in 2016 the Chinese government launched the policy of "changing maize to soy" in many maize production regions to relieve the oversupply of maize and restore soil fertility [74] . To achieve this objective the government cancelled the price floor for maize that it had implemented since 2008, and instead provided a subsidy for farming soy. A module for government policy would most appropriately take a bespoke agent-based approach to represent this kind of decision-making, enabling agents to choose from a suite of possible policy options. Agents would evaluate the expected likelihood of payoffs from each option given the current (or forecasted) environmental and global trade conditions. This module connects to the local level ABM by modifying prices or restricting land uses available to agents in a given region or country. Without this government representation, prices would be specified directly from the output of the global trade model, and land use would be theoretically unrestricted.
Integration Challenges for Hybrid Models of Telecoupling
Our discussion has been based on the premise that to adequately investigate the various concepts in the telecoupling framework (including systems, agents, and flows) we should consider how different available modelling approaches are suited to represent those concepts, and how to integrate them into hybrid models. Despite the advantages highlighted above, coupled modelling approaches do run the risk of producing inconsistencies in representation that lead to invalid models, despite being valid software products (so-called "integronsters" [20] ). The challenges of integrating distinct modelling approaches (as modules) into hybrid models for telecoupling are thus not only technical, but also conceptual and semantic [71] , and are linked to important issues of model uncertainty and assessment.
Semantic Integration
At the broadest level, semantic integration requires consideration of shared language, understanding, and perspectives between modellers and modelling approaches about the existence and representation of processes and entities. Perspectives on human agency are important to clarify between modellers and stakeholders during model development. Above, we highlighted the clear distinction between assuming decision-makers are perfectly rational vs. having imperfect, bounded or other forms of rationality, e.g., [75] . Although care is needed, there seems to be no logical inconsistency of having agents with different types of rationality within a single model. ABMs often include agents of different decision-making types or which adopt alternative strategies depending on their circumstances during model run-time, e.g., [76] , and if this is possible within a single module, then there seems no barrier to differing representation of agency between modules in integrated models. Furthermore, although equilibrium models assume that human behaviour in aggregate across an entire market is sufficiently rational to enable equilibrium between supply and demand, this does not necessarily require the assumption that all individual actors in the market are perfectly rational. For example, competition implies that individuals who behave consistently with the "maximisation of returns" hypothesis are more likely to profit, but it does not preclude the existence of individual behaviour in which maximisation occurs by chance, nor behaviour that is non-maximising (although non-maximising actors will inevitably lose out and be removed from the market, e.g., [77, 78] ). Consequently, in our case for example, we believe there is no semantic reason not to link an equilibrium model of global trade with an ABM containing boundedly-rational local land use agents. The assumption of an equilibrium price in the global market module could be linked to an ABM of local land use decision-making that is imperfect. This is possible because the price is simply a signal received by agents via the domestic price which they then use as appropriate, given their own logic (ranging from a perfectly economically rational response to ignoring the signal entirely).
Conceptual Integration
If semantics can be aligned, the next challenge is conceptual integration. Conceptual integration concerns the alignment of concepts between modules, or the conversion of one concept into another, possibly via scaling or some other calculation [71] . Our example of the global vs. domestic price signal just presented is indicative of conceptual integration (and highlights the close relationship between the types of integration). The price signal is propagation of information from the global trade of food commodities, via domestic markets, to local land use decision agents. To ensure the price signal is appropriately received by agents at each level, manipulation may be needed depending on tariffs, subsidies, and other factors (e.g., agents receiving price information at different points in economic cycles). Furthermore, as highlighted in our example, our integrated model will require aggregation of products from local land use level to domestic (national) level (see "aggregating functions" in Figure 1 ). This may be a simple summation of all outputs from the ABM, or may be more nuanced if assumptions about the spatial distribution of production are made in the face of modelling resource constraints. For example, empirical data indicate that in Brazil over the period 2002-2012, on average 80% of soy was produced by seven states (of a total of 27) and for maize by nine states [79] . Given this uneven distribution of production, explicitly representing a subset of states would seem to make sense to reduce data and computational demands, but would also demand assumptions about production in the states not explicitly modelled. Alongside and related to such scaling issues, conceptual integration of modules needs to ensure conservation of energy and mass, including full accounting of sources, flows, stores, and dispositions of land within modules and materials across modules (regardless of the approach adopted).
Technical Integration
Whereas semantic and conceptual integration are about ensuring consistency and alignment of ideas and quantities between modules, technical integration is about implementing these linkages in the computer. Fundamentally, technical integration is about exchanging data and information at runtime between software objects, each of which may be coded in different programming languages and assume different (spatial and temporal) scales of representation. Frameworks exist to standardise software linkages between modules and account for links between models with differing dimensionality, spatial representations, and temporal resolutions, e.g., [80] . Particularly important for technical implementation is consistency between modules in solving and scheduling functions, as these handle representation of time which is important for flows between modules (assuming flows are mass/energy per unit time). For example, in our model the local land use ABM could run on a monthly basis and return the result of production to the global food trade partial equilibrium model (or SDM) annually (through simple summation), whereas the partial equilibrium model (or SDM) would run on an annual basis given data availability. SDM are often represented as systems of ordinary differential equations with commercial system dynamics tools performing simulations using a recursive approach to approximate continuous time. To minimise integration errors associated with numerical simulations using SDM, care must be taken to choose a time step that is commensurate with the most rapid rate of change in the model, e.g., [41] , and which can then link to other modules consistently. Similarly, for ABMs differences in synchronicity of agents' behaviour can result in differing outputs, e.g., [81] , and may need to be considered when linking. Modelling interface frameworks can assist with such integration issues, e.g., OpenMI [82] , and there is clear scope here for hybrid modelling for telecoupling to learn from existing technical integration understanding previously developed in other fields, e.g., [71] .
Understanding Uncertainty
Overarching all these challenges of integration are the perennial issues of model uncertainty and assessment. One of the primary reasons for developing hybrid models in the context of telecoupling is because of the uncertainties in our knowledge about human-environment interactions [18] . The development of hybrid models is intended to help reduce these uncertainties, but in turn there are numerous sources of uncertainty present in the modelling enterprise, evaluation of which is important for establishing confidence in the model by users and stakeholders, e.g., [83, 84] . Numerous authors have identified multiple types of uncertainty in modelling natural and human systems, which can be increased further when models of different types are coupled, e.g., [13, 21, 85] . From these reviews, the types of uncertainty we see as most important for hybrid telecoupling models include those associated with input data, parameter values, technical implementation, and model structure (i.e., representation of mechanisms). Assessing these types of uncertainty can take a variety of forms [83, 86] , but generally whereas uncertainty in input data and parameters can be examined probabilistically (for example using Monte Carlo approaches), technical and structural uncertainty needs evaluation by systematic variation in model implementation and structure. In all cases, multiple model runs will be required, resurfacing the issue of (computational) resource requirements, e.g., [87] , and in the case of structural uncertainty the use of expert and stakeholder elicitation and evaluation becomes relevant, e.g., [84] .
In hybrid models, the uncertainties in individual modules need to be assessed, but also due to their interactions. Whereas for a single model we might look at uncertainty in outputs due to inputs, in coupled models we need to consider uncertainty due to output-input relationships between the component modules, e.g., [21, 88] . Aside from testing modules individually, uncertainty analyses that examine how sources of uncertainty propagate through the overall model, e.g., [86] will be particularly important and useful for assessing hybrid telecoupling models. Assessment of the influence of individual modules on overall model dynamics, in particular, is facilitated by a modular model structure, which allows swapping and replacement of modules to compare results. Uncertainties abound in modelling human and environmental systems; qualitative interpretation and theoretical justification are frequently needed to support findings from models [89] and will need to be allied with quantitative uncertainty evaluation and assessment by domain experts and stakeholders.
Conclusions: Question-Driven Modelling
The telecoupling concept is relatively new, and although several case studies have demonstrated how it can be used to understand the importance of interactions between coupled human and natural systems over great distances, to date there have been no computational simulation models that fully integrate all concepts across multiple levels. Given that such models will be useful to explore telecoupled system dynamics and understand possible future change, here we examined some of the possible modelling approaches that could be adopted. In particular, we examined agent-based, system dynamics and equilibrium modelling approaches, using the example of the coupling between local land use and global food trade to examine relative merits and consider challenges of coupling approaches together into a hybrid model. The difficulties of predicting the systems telecoupling models will represent are well known, and such models will likely need to be question-driven and exploratory rather than answer-driven and predictive [90, 91] . Motivating questions should guide the selection and construction of computational models, for example asking about the importance of different broad-level drivers of dynamics (e.g., climate, policy, culture), but also about how differences of locality (decision-making, environmental conditions) result in different local outcomes and dynamics. Models will need to be able to examine how flows (and feedbacks) and agents (and agency) produce cause and effect interactions through time and across space. From our analysis, we suggest that although it will be important to ensure modelled flows are consistent between model components, differences in agency are possible and should be expected.
Key challenges to developing useful telecoupling simulation models include understanding the source, magnitude, and propagation of uncertainty. There is a need here to identify appropriate modelling assessment and analysis tools, and learn from their application in other domains, but it is currently apparent that this will likely require both multiple model runs for probabilistic assessment and systemic analyses (including with domain experts and stakeholders). The modular approach we have advocated here is beneficial in this respect because it facilitates examination of alternative modelling approaches during construction and assessment to represent distinct telecoupling concepts, but also because it provides opportunities for expansion to examine additional dynamics (e.g., spillovers) and new data as they become available. Ultimately, questions about telecoupling dynamics should drive selection of appropriate modelling approaches, tempered by resource (time and data) availability, but with a mind to ongoing and iterative model development.
